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Liability fo r  Feu D uty after parting with the Feu.— The 
doctrine laid down by the House in M illar v. Small, 
The R oyal B ank o f  Scotland v. Gardyne, and Jack v. 
H ay, applied where the circumstances were in some 
degree different.

Agreement— Express Terms.—Remarks by the Lord Chan
cellor on the necessity of keeping parties to the express 
terms of their own deliberate agreement, and the danger 
of sanctioning speculative constructions.
The question was, whether a feuar who, on re

ceiving the feu charter, had granted a personal bond, 
binding himself and his successors to pay the feu duty, 
could free himself from liability by transferring the 
feu to a third party.

In deciding this question the House had to consider 
whether the doctrine laid down by itself in Millar v. 
Small (a), The Royal Bank of Scotland v. Gar- 
dyne (b), and Jack v. Hay (c), was to be applied 
where the circumstances were in some degree varied. 
The Court of Session had decided in opposition to 
these cases, which, however, were not determined by 
the House when the sentence in the present case was 
pronounced.

Mr. Rolf, and Mr. Anderson for the Appellant.
The Lord Advocate (d) and the Solicitor Gene

ral (e) for the Respondent.
(a) Supra, vol 1, p. 345. (b) Suprh, vol. 1, p. 358.
c) Suprd, vol. ., p. 526. (d) Mr. MoncreifP.

(e) Sir Richard Betkell.
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[Lord S t . L eo n a rd s  : Do you deny that this case 

is governed by Jaclc v. Hay ?]
We do. Lord Golonsays opinion shows the dis

tinction. His Lordship observes, that “ this case 
differs in some respects from that of Jack v. H ay , 
and especially in this, that the stipulations in the 
respective articles of roup are materially different as 
regards the personal obligation to be granted by the 
purchaser. The only stipulation on that subject in 
this case is contained in the 13tli article of the con
ditions of roup; and the material distinctions are 
these:—1st, The instrument to be granted is not 
described as a personal bond. 2nd, The parties 
against whom the stipulation is directed, and by 
whom the bonds are to be granted, are des cribed as 
‘ the purchasers and all succeeding heirs and singular 
successors in  the premises.’ 3rd, I t  is not said that 
the obligation is to extend to the heirs and successors 
of any one of the granters. 4th, I t  is not said that, in 
any case, the obligation to be granted is to have 
reference to all future time. 5th, In  every case it is 
to be an obligation, not limited to payment of the feu 
duties, but extending to performance of the whole 
clauses and conditions of the articles of roup, several 
of which are operations to be performed on the lands, 
and which none but the possessors of the land for the 
time could perform/' Moreover, we have commenced 
an action to have the obligation reduced and set 
aside.

[Lord S t . L eonards  : Then the dismissal of this 
Appeal will not affect you.]

An element occurred in the former cases not found 
here ; namely, a concurrent obligation of service. In 
Jack v. Hay the obligation was contained in a sepa
rate instrument, and that circumstance was relied

E lmslky;V.B rownAND OTHERS.
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upon in the Lord Chancellors opinion. Here the 
obligation is in one instrument, and it is an obligation 
of a feudal character, which cannot subsist where the 
feudal relation has been extinguished.

The Lord Chancellor (a ) :
My Lords, even if there had not been the decisions 

by your Lordships in Millar v. Small, Jack v. Hay, 
and Gardyne v. The Royal Bank of Scotland, I 
confess that this is a matter upon which I could not 
honestly have said that I entertained the least doubt 
in the world.

I t  is most important that parties should be taught 
that they must frame their contracts precisely to 
carry into effect what they intend. I t  is neither 
convenient nor seemly that parties should frame their 
contracts in terms distinctly meaning one thing, and 
then call upon the Courts to interpret them as mean
ing another thing.

The words of the bond here are “ I bind and oblige 
myself, my heirs, executors, and successors whom
soever, to content, pay, and deliver to" certain per- 
sons “ as trustees aforesaid, and to such other trustees 
as may hereafter be assumed into the said trust, and 
to their assignees, or to any person having authority 
from them to receive the same, the foresaid sum of 
375/. 8s., in name of ground rent or feu duty, at the 
terms following." Now, that these words bind this 
gentleman himself and his heirs is perfectly obvious.

His answer is this, “ I gave this bond in conse
quence of a stipulation in certain articles upon a sale 
by roup, whereby I was bound to give an obligation, 
but not such an obligation as this. Therefore/’ he 
says, “ I ought not to be called upon to pay the sum 
in dispute."

(o) Lord Cranworth.
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Now, whether the obligation that he has given is 

more extensive than he was bound to give is not the 
question now before your Lordships’ House. That 
point must be decided in a suit, which, I understand, 
is already instituted in the Court of Session ; and 
your Lordships* decision in this case will not at all 
affect the rights of Mr. Brown, if he have any rights, 
in that su it; all that your Lordships have to do is to 
see whether, construing this bond in 'th e  terms in 
which it is framed, Mr. Brown is or is not liable for 
the payment of this money.

I t  is admitted that he is liable unless this bond is 
to be taken as incorporated with the articles of roup. 
In the first place, I think, there can hardly be any 
doubt whatever that the bond cannot be so construed. 
The document speaks for itself. The articles of roup 
are stated as the reason which induced him to enter 
into this contract; not‘that the articles of roup are in 
any manner incorporated with it ; therefore they 
cannot in any way be brought in to construe the 
words which the obligor has himself chosen to use. If 
I were bound to say whether the articles of roup did 
demand such a contract, I  would beg leave to say 
that I do not assent to the proposition that the 
articles of roup would have been satisfied by a con
tract short of this. The Solicitor General has very 
truly said, “ You might have contracts framed in that 
way in analogy to what is very common in England. 
I t  is a very common thing on the sale of an estate, 
where a party covenants for the production of the 
title deeds, to enter into a stipulation that that 
covenant shall no longer be binding if the estate 
should be sold, and that the new purchaser shall give 
an equivalent covenant by way of substitute." All 
that your Lordships can say is, that there is no pro
vision at all of that sort in this bond. There is an

Elms ley v.B rownAND OTHERS.
Lord Chancellor's opinion.
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absolute covenant to pay this ground re n t; and I am 
of opinion that it would be most dangerous if your 
Lordships were to interfere with the contracts of 
parties and the language which they use, and were to 
speculate upon anything so wide as this, and to hold 
that though they have said in terms which cannot be 
misunderstood that they would pay the ground rent, 
still they are not liable under this bond to pay it (a). 
Therefore, I think that the Appellants have made out 
a ground for reversing this interlocutor.

The House will dispose of this case with the less 
hesitation, because, in truth, it is not an appeal from a 
decision of the Lords of Session after they had become 
acquainted with the view which your Lordships take 
of these cases (b). I t was an interlocutor of the Court 
of Session pronounced before they had the benefit of 
knowing your Lordships" decisions. I t is very true 
that in those cases there was the circumstance of the 
service; that may be one additional argument in 
those cases, but it can be none as it regards this 
case.

The Lord St. Leonards :
My Lords, I am entirely of the same opinion. In 

the case of Millar v. Small, although I thought it 
right to rely upon the cautionary obligation, as that 
would put all doubt at an end, yet I had a very clear 
opinion, which I took the liberty of expressing in this 
House, upon the general doctrine. To that opinion I 
still adhere ; and I am of opinion that in this case the 
bond is general, and will continue in force for all

(a) See supra, vol. 1, p. 6/9, where, in Clarice v. The Glasgow 
Assurance Company, the Lord Chancellor enforces the necessity of 
“ leaving parties to use their own language, which the Court is to 
interpret.”

(&) Millar v. Small, The Royal Bank of Scotland v. Gardyne, and 
Jack v. Hay.
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time, notwithstanding the supposed doctrine in 
Scotland.

\My Lords, the only argument which we have heard 
in this case is this, that you are to import into this 
bond the articles of roup. I cannot admit that that 
should be done; nor would the importation of them 
into the bond at all meet the intentions of the parties. 
The bond itself is in these words, “ And whereas, by 
the articles of roup under which the said piece of 
ground was purchased, it is incumbent on me to grant 
the personal obligation under written/' not something 
else ; but the obligor here puts his own construction 
upon the bond ; and he tells you that what he is 
bound to do is not what is in the articles of roup, but 
what is under written.

Now, if your Lordships look at the articles of roup, 
you will find that the intention clearly was that 
every singular successor should come under the 
obligation within a certain time. Now, how was that 
to be executed ? The Solicitor General says that we 
are to put the same construction upon this bond as if 
there had been first of all a general obligation, and 
then a proviso determining that obligation upon the 
successor entering into a new bond. That would have 
been a very reasonable construction to put upon the 
articles of roup, no doubt; but how can we put that 
construction upon this bond ? Where is there a single 
word within the four corners of this bond which 
imposes any obligation upon any successor to enter 
into such a bond as is stipulated for in the articles of 
roup? Therefore, if we were not to give to the 
general words a general expression ; if we were not to 
extend the intention of the bond as far as the words 
themselves go, that is, generally, where would you 
ever get for* this seller another security? You say 
that this bond has ceased because he has transferred

ElmsleyV.Brown AND OTHERS.
LordSt. Leonards' opinion.
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the land; but the land, at all events, was not to be 
transferred so as to get rid of the obligation, unless 
the successor did enter into a bond ; he entered into 
no obligation for him to do so at all; and all that 
could have been said upon an equitable ground would 
have been this, that if you had not entered into a 
bond for the successor to conclude a real bond fide 
purchase, to answer these obligations, (and therefore 
you had a right then to have them delivered up,) you 
would then have tried the general equity, as it were— 
that is, whether the articles of roup did not mean that 
the general obligation into which you had entered was 
to cease when you had sold, and when you had ob
tained a purchaser to enter into the obligation. But 
you have done no such th ing; you have desired the 
one party to cease without attempting to substitute 
any other party. You have not, therefore, attempted 
to perform your own obligation, nor attempted to 
perform that which is relied upon, namely, the articles 
of roup. The effect, therefore, is, that it is not a fair 
point to raise, for it is attempting to ask this House 
to decide contrary to the clear words, and, I must 
say, contrary to the clear intention of the instrument, 
in order to defeat the obligation and the very articles 
of roup upon which you found your equity, and upon 
which you wish the House to decide.

My Lords, I am clearly of opinion that there is no 
foundation for that distinction ; that the cases decided 
in this House rule this case ; and that the party has 
no foundation for an Appeal Upon that*ground, I 
think that the Appeal must be dismissed with costs, 
not merely looking at it with reference to the state of 
the law, but upon the ground which I have stated; if 
the law had been otherwise, I should have thought 
this not a proper mode of relieving the party; that is 
to say, if, by the true construction of the instrument,
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it had been confined to the particular period of the 
enjoyment, there ought to have been a new instru
ment tendered to carry on the obligation by the

9successor; and that not having been done, I  think 
that the Appeal should be dismissed with costs.

E&msleyv. :Brown ’ AND OTHERS.
LordSt. Leonards' opinion.

' Mr. H olt: Your Lordships find us entitled to the 
expenses in the Court of Session ?

Lord Chancellor : Yes.
Lord St. Leonards : If  the parties desired it, the 

House would have no objection to add the words 
“ without prejudice to any pending action.” I  do not 
think it necessary.

Lord Advocate: My Lords, I  am very anxious 
that there should be that reservation in regard to the 
pending action.

L ord Chancellor : The cause is remitted back, 
but without prejudice to any action which the 
Respondent may be advised to institute.

Interlocutor reversed, but without prejudice to any 
Action of Reduction which may now be pending in  
the Court of Session between the parties.
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1855. Interdict upon Caution.—Where an interdict is granted15th, 16/A March. 1 # # °upon a bond of caution undertaking, in the event of the 
interdict proving wrong, to pay such sum as the Court 
may award, there cannot be an appeal against the sen
tence ordering the payment, for in such a case the deci
sion of the Court is final, by express agreement.
T h e  Appellant, on the 18th July 1846, obtained a  

judgment in the Court of Session for 23?. Os. 9d. against 
one Gordon. He thereupon used diligence, upon which 
Gordon's furniture and goods were advertized for sale, 
by order of the Sheriff‘ on the 26th September 1846. 
The sale, however, was stopped by an interdict granted 
at the instance of one Anderson, who alleged that the 
goods were his} and not Gordon’s. The Court required 
from Anderson, before granting the interdict, a bond, 
which he procured, with a cautioner, undertaking, in the 
event of the interdict turning out to have been 
“ wrongously ” awarded, that the obligors would “ pay 
to the Appellant whatever sum the Lords of Session 
should modify as damages and expenses.” The surety 
or cautioner was the Respondent, against whom, as 
well as against Anderson, the principal, the Appellant 
brought the present action on the bond, concluding that 
“ the said Michael Anderson, as principal, and the said 
James Torry Douglas as cautioner, ought and should 
be decerned and ordained either to restore immediately 
to the pursuer the said furniture and other effects, as 
the same stood at the date of the foresaid poinding, 
and to make payment to the pursuer of the sum of 
30?. sterling, or of such other sum as may be found to

t
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be the difference between the value of the said furni
ture and effects at the date of the poinding, and such 
proceeds as the same may yield when sold, with all 
expenses incurred or to be incurred thereanent, or to 
make payment to him of the sum of 100L sterling, or 
such other sum as may be found to be the just worth 
and value of the said furniture as at the date of the 
poinding, with interest and expenses, with the legal 
interest due upon said sum, and to become due 
thereon ; or otherwise to make payment to the pur
suer of the sum of 150£. sterling, or such other sum as 
may be found to be the amount of the reparation and 
damages due to him in the premises, and as may cover 
and pay the pursuer the amount of his debt, interest, 
and whole expenses.

On the 22d December 1848, the Court below re-
tcalled Anderson's Interdict, condemning him in costs. 

The furniture and goods were then in a position to 
satisfy the Appellant’s demand, but he took no steps. 
Then another competitor appeared, namely, John 
Charles Walter Gordon, the son of the original debtor, 
who, proceeding with a commendable vigour, left the 
Appellant behind in the race of diligence, but was 
himself vanquished by the landlord’s paramount right 
of hypothec.

After a litigation which lasted for a series of years, 
the First Division of the Court of Session, on the 

• 3d February 1853, found as follows : “ That the Inter
dict obtained bv ^Michael Anderson was recalled on%/
22d December 1848, and that the poinded effects are 
admitted to have been of the same value then as when 
the interdict was obtained: That in December 1848 
the landlord’s right of hypothec over the poinded effects 
did not exist to any greater pecuniary extent than in 
September 1846 ; and that no other impediment to the 
sale of the furniture is averred to have existed until

i>

B u c h a n a n
v .

D o u g l a s .

I
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April 1849, when an interdict against the sale of the 
effects was obtained by John C. W. Gordon, which, 
though afterwards recalled, did interrupt and prevent 
the sale until July 1849, by which time more extensive 
rights on the part of the landlord had emerged : That 
the interdict of 1846 having previously to either of 
these proceedings been recalled, and in consequence not 
having thenceforward existed as any impediment to the 
poinding, any damage sustained by the pursuer in con
sequence of the interference of John C. W. Gordon in 
April 1849, and the subsequent emerging of rights on 
the part of the landlord, is not to be held as damage 
caused by the interdict by the said Michael Anderson, 
and for which his cautioners are responsible : That the 
Defender has offered to pay the sum of 4Z. 9s. 1(7., 
stated to be the amount of the additional expenses 
incurred by the pursuer in reference to the poinding 
and sale prior to the interdict at the instance of J  ohn 
Gordon, junior : Find the Defender liable to the pur
suer in the said sum of 47. 9s. 1(7.; and, quoad ultra, 
assoilzie the Defender from the whole conclusions of 
the action, and decern: Find the pursuer liable in the 
expenses of process, and remit to the auditor to tax 
and report.”

Hence this appeal.
The Solicitor General (a) and Mr. Rolf, for the Ap

pellant, contended that the Interdict having been 
found groundless, the words of the bond were satisfied, 
and could be given effect to only by allowing the 
Appellant’s demand. Moir v. Hunter (6), Lord Eli- 
bank v. Renton (e).

[The Lord S t. L eonards : V.Tas the point argued 
in the Court below, whether you had a right to appeal

(a) Sir R. Betheil. (b) 11 Shaw, 32.
(c) 2 Shaw. 238.
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in the face of a bond undertaking to abide by their 
decision ?]

[The Lord Brougham : This seems to be a case of a 
bond of caution to pay whatever the Court shall 
award. You were offered all that you were entitled 
to, 41. 9 s. Id.]

[The Lord Chancellor (a) : Is there any instance 
of an appeal on the ground that the Court has not 
given damages enough ?]

Sir Fitzroy Kelly and Mr. Anderson for the Re
spondent : Looking at this bond, an appeal cannot lie. 
The Court below were made arbitrators. This is an 
assessment, not a judgment.

[The Lord St. Leonards : The question is, can any 
one award the payment except the Lords of Session ?]

The Solicitor General replied.
The Lord Chancellor :*
My Lords, in the month of July 1846, the present 

Appellant, Mr. Buchanan, recovered judgment in 
Scotland against Mr. Gordon for a small sum of 
money and the expenses,—being about 30£. In the 
month of September 1846 he caused the furniture, 
which he had taken in execution, to be advertised for 
sale on the 26th of that month. But, before the sale 
took place, a gentleman of the name of Anderson 
interposed upon the allegation, that the furniture so 
taken in execution was his property, and not the pro
perty of Gordon the debtor; and applying to the 
Court so to stop the sale, he obtained a suspension 
and interdict, upon the ground that the goods were 
his and not the goods of Gordon. The application 
was interlocutory, and relief was granted only upon 
the condition of Anderson entering into a bond, with

(o) Lord Cranworth.
D 2

Buchanan v.D ouglas.

i

Lord Chancellor’s opinion.
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one surety, and one attestator, as it is called, sub
stantially another surety.

The words of the bond are these,—“ to pay what
ever sum the Lords of Council and Session shall 
modify and award in name of damages in case of 
wrongous interdicting, in a note of suspension and 
interdict between the said parties, in case it shall be 
found by the Lords of Council and Session that he 
ought so to do.” That is to say, an interdict was 
granted at the instance of Anderson only, upon the 
terms of Auderson, with two sureties (one of those 
sureties being Douglas, the present Respondent, I may 
say, therefore, upon the terms of Douglas) entering 
into a bond to pay to Buchanan, or to any other person 
that the Lords of Council and Session may direct, 
“ whatever sum the Lords of Council and Session shall 
modify and award in name of damages in case of 
wrongous interdicting, in a note of suspension and 
interdict,” in case it should be found that they were 
entitled to any damages.

My Lords, the proceedings on the question, whether 
these were goods that Buchanan might lawfully take 
in execution for the debt of Gordon or not, seem to 
have occupied a most extraordinary length of time 
in the Court of Session. For, having commenced in 
the month of September 1846, it was not till the 
22d of December 1848, two years and a quarter 
afterwards, that the point was finalty disposed of; the 
Lords of Session deciding that the goods were the 
goods of Gordon, or, at all events, that they were 
goods which Buchanan was entitled to take in exe
cution for the debt of Gordon; and accordingly, as 
we should say in England, they dissolved the injunc
tion, or, as they say in Scotland, they recalled the 
interdict.
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Then, my Lords, what were Buchanan’s rights 
under that bond? The interdict was recalled upon 
the 22d of December, and he proceeded to what we 
should call in England revive, but what they call in 
Scotland awaken the proceedings, that is to say, set 
it on foot again. That occupied three or four months; 
and it was not till the month of April 1849 that he 
again advertised the sale of these goods. He was 
then stopped by another interdict, at the instance of 
another person claiming a right to these goods ; and 
thereupon Mr. Buchanan took steps in the Court of 
Session upon the bond, in order, by virtue of that 
bond, to recover payment of the expenses of the pro
ceedings against Anderson and the sureties. Witho o
regard to Anderson, your Lordships have no concern 
at present. Therefore we may treat this as a suit 
against Douglas, the surety, only. Buchanan seeks to 
obtain, by means of that bond, satisfaction of the 
original debt recovered against Gordon, and the costs 
of the subsequent proceedings. The Lord Ordinary 
held that Buchanan was so entitled. But upon the 
matter coming before the Court of Session, they were 
of opinion that he was not entitled ; that is to say 
they considered that there had been no wrongous 
interdicting which entitled him to damages, except in 
respect of a small sum on account of some expenses 
that had beeu incurred, amounting to 4?. 95. Id. They 
considered that he was entitled to that sum, but that 
he was not entitled to any other damages resulting 
from the interdict.

All the Lords of Session were of opinion that, 
although a stoppage had indeed been put upon 
Buchanan’s proceedings, yet that that stoppage did 
not arise from the interdict which had been granted 
in September 1846, but from a want of due activity 
and vigilance on the part of Buchanan himself, after

Buchananv.D ouglas.
Lord Chancellor's opinion.
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B u c h a n a n
v.

D o u g l a s .
the interdict was recalled on the 22d December 1848, 
in not proceeding then and there to enforce his execu
tion ; in consequence of which laches, another person, 
John Charles Gordon, son of Mr. Gordon aforesaid, 
had, in the month of April 1849, wrongfully inter
posed to stop him in respect of a transaction as to 
which the original interdict had no reference whatever. 
That was the view taken by the Court of Session, and 
they held substantially that there were no damages 
which he was entitled to recover. I t is true there 
were certain expenses which all parties admitted he 
ought to have, amounting to 4tl. 9s. Id . ; but the 
Lords of Session held that that was the only sum 
to which he was entitled. Now it is against that 
decision of the Lords of Session that Buchanan has 
appealed to this House.

That a case of this sort, of extremely minute impor
tance, originating in a debt of 23L, should have been 
carried through the Courts of Scotland and occupied 
them for so long a time, and now after the lapse of nine 
years from the commencement of the suit should be 
argued for a day and a half at your Lordships' bar, is 
a matter deeply to be deplored ; of course I need not 
say that your Lordships will do what appears to you 
to be just in this case, and if you see your way to the 
conclusion that the Lords of Session have come to a 
wrong determination, it will be your duty to say so ; 
whatever may be the consequences—Fiat justitia . 
At the same time, I think in such a case your Lord- 
ships ought to be well satisfied that the Court was 
wrong, before you interpose to help a person carrying 
on a proceeding of this sort for a debt of 231. during 
nine years, through all the Courts of Scotland, in the 
way here exhibited.

Now, although I will not deny that in the course 
of the argument I have had doubts as to the course

CASES IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS.
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which I  should recommend your Lordships to pursue, 
I have finally come to the conclusion that there is no 
reason whatsoever which ought to induce your Lord- 
ships to disturb the decision of the Court below.

I come to that conclusion upon these grounds. The 
Bond which Mr. Anderson was required to procure 
was not a bond simpliciter to indemnify Buchanan 
against the consequences of the Interdict. I f  that had 
been the case, it might have been open to the argu
ment, as was urged by Mr. Rolt yesterday at your 
Lordships' Bar, that the moment the interdict was 
dissolved, as we should say in this country, an action 
would lie, and Buchanan would be entitled to say, If  
you had not interdicted me I should have had the 
money in my pocket now to which I am entitled. If 
you are to indemnify me, you must put that money 
into my pocket which I should have had by virtue of 
the former execution. But that is not the form, nor, 
as I understand it, the intention of the bond. The 
bond is to help the Court as it were. The Court is 
asked to interdict, and the Court says, The interdict 
shall be granted upon these terms. You shall procure 
sureties who shall bind and oblige themselves to pay 
to the pursuer, or any other person to whom they 
may be ordained to pay, whatever sum the Lords of 
Council and Session shall modify and award in the 
name of damages in case of wrongous interdicting and 
suspending, and in case it shall be found by the Lords 
of Council and Session that they ought so to do.

Now, that being the character of the bond, the 
Court of Session, after discussion, are of opinion, look
ing at the circumstances of the case, that there has 
been no damage occasioned by the interdict. I do not 
think it was the intendment of that bond that it 
should ever by possibility be carried further.

What is alleged here is, that the Lords of Session 
proceeded to assess the damages upon an erroneous

Lord Chancellor's opinion.

B u c h a n a n
v.

! D o u g l a s .
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principle. But if your Lordships were to listen to this 
application in the present instance, I do not know 
what is to prevent ail appeal upon a future occasion. 
Because when the Lords of Session have taken upon 
themselves to sa}7 damages have been incurred, and we 
think they amount to 100Z., there may be an appeal 
to your Lordships' House, stating that the damages 
ought to have been 500Z. There would be no end to 
the questions of that sort which might be brought be
fore your Lordships. The very nature and condition 
of this bond, which was that the parties were to pay 
such damages as the Court should award, seem to me 
to point irresistably to the conclusion, that the finding 
on that subject was to be absolutely conclusive and 
final, because the amount of damages is a matter that 
never can be legitimately made the subject of appeal.

Therefore, my Lords, even if I were satisfied that 
the Lords of Session had proceeded upon erroneous 
grounds, I should still say, that upon this bond no re
relief could be had upon this appeal. But I wish very 
much to guard myself against being supposed to come 
to the conclusion that the Lords of Ssssion, upon this 
bond, have decided erroneously, or differently from the 
mode in which I should have myself decided. What 
the Lords of Session had to do was, to look at the 
circumstances of the case, and say what amount of 
damages, if any, had been incurred by wrongous inter
dicting. Now I can easily understand that there 
might have been a state of circumstances which would 
have made it the duty of the Lords of Session to say, 
“ Why, the quantum of damages will be the whole 
amount of your debt, because before the interdict you 
had the means of obtaining the goods in your hands, 
but you have now lost those means. If it had been 
the fact that before the interdict the goods were worth 
a sum of money” that would have paid your debt, and, 
now they are not worth half that sum, you ought to
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be absolved from any proceeding of the Court." But 
here it turns out that the goods were worth'the same 
amount at the end as they were at the beginning. 
And there is no manner of doubt that this Plaintiff 
Buchanan might, immediately after the 22d of De
cember 1848, if he had thought fit, have resumed the 
execution, put it in force, and paid himself the sum 
which he claimed, just the same as in the month of 
September ] 846. Therefore the Lords of Session came 
to the conclusion, that, with the exception of a small 
sum in the shape of expenses, there were no damages 
legitimately within the description of damages result
ing from wrongous interdicting.

I rather think that the Lords of Session were right 
in that conclusion; but I do not trouble myself to 
come to any final decision upon that point, because, 
whether they were right or wrong, the question is not 
one upon which your Lordships ought or can be legiti
mately called upon to adjudicate by way of appeal. I 
therefore move, your Lordships, that the interlocutor 
be affirmed.

liUCUANAN
V.  '

D ouglas.

Lord Chancellor's opinion.

• <

The Lord BROUGHAM : Lord Brougham'sopinion.My Lords, I entirely agree with my noble and 
learned friend, in the view which he takes of this case.
The note of suspension was presented without caution 
or consignation. I t  then went before Lord Cunning- 
hame, as Lord Ordinary on the bills, and he, as it is 
called, sisted execution, and granted the interdict re
serving the consideration of the caution. Then Lord 
Ivory, before whom it afterwards comes, passes the 
note, on condition that caution be found within ten 
days. Caution is then found by order of the Court, 
which, as my noble and learned friend stated, makes the 
party entering into the bond of caution a guarantee 
for the performance of whatever the Court shall there-
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Lord Brougham's opinion.

B u c h a n a n
v.

D o u g l a s .
after direct in the matter. By that bond the amount 
to he paid is to be “ whatever sum the Lords of 
Council and Session shall modify and award in name 
of damages, in case of wrongous interdicting,” and after
wards also “ whatever sum the said Lords shall modify 
in name of damages and expenses, in case of wrongous 
suspending.”

The Court have, upon a full consideration of the 
matter, come to the conclusion, that in one respect no 
damages shall be given at all, and that in another re
spect, the sum offered to be paid, of 41. 9s. Id ., is suffi
cient, and that that shall stand as the damages and 
expenses to be found in accordance with the condition 
of the obligation.

My Lords, I hold in this case, with my noble and 
learned friend, that though it is a most truly lament
able matter to see, that upon so very trifling a sum as 
that which is involved in this case, there should have 
been an eight or nine years’ litigation running through 
the various processes in the Court below, and ending 
in an appeal to this House, yet that if there has been 
error committed in the Court below, and that error 
appears clear to your Lordships, you have no choice 
but to reverse or to alter the interlocutor complained of.

' But my Lords, in the first place, I consider that the 
Court below are right in the view which they take 
of this case. In the next place, I consider that very 
much here depends upon the practice in the Court 
below. Now none of the learned Judges, hardly even 
excepting Lord Robertson, the Lord Ordinary, but 
certainly none of the three learned Judges before whom 
the case came in the Inner House, and by reason of 
whose interlocutor the present Appeal is before your 
Lordships, had any doubt whatever upon that practice 
which was so well known to them, that there was no 
ground for damages in this case. I t would be a very
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difficult thing indeed to pursuade me, even if the sum 
were a larger one, that we ought to reverse their 
finding, and to absolve the obligor in the bond of 
caution from that which he had undertaken to pay 
in respect of whatever the Court below should award 
in the name of damages and expenses. Taking the 
case as if it had been before us for the first time, and 
we had been only referred to the authorities and to the 
practice as we have been here, it would be a strong 
thing to say that I differed from the view entertained 
by the Court below upon it, and that T should not, 
even if it had been before us in the first instance, 
have come to the same conclusion. I t  would be a far 
stronger thing to say that I thought the Court below 
upon a matter very much of their practice had come 
to an erroneous conclusion, and by the result of that 
to absolve the cautioner from the obligation which 
he had incurred.

My Lords, I must say that so far as my opinion goes 
I desire it to be very distinctly understood that I do 
not partake of the doubt expressed by one of the 
learned Judges in the Court below, with respect to the 
bonafides in this case. I t  is to me a new doctrine 
which would make a distinction between the obliga
tion of a cautioner for an Interdict obtained bond fide 
and for an Interdict held to have been unduly and 
improperly obtained, and therefore set aside. Lt is 
new to me that that question of bonafides can thus 
be entered into, and I hold that at any rate we should 
be slow to countenance that doctrine, even upon the 
statement of a doubt by one of the learned Judges. 
But that question is not before us, we are not called 
upon to dispose of it in one way or another. I only 
thought it right to enter my protest against its being 
understood that I partook of the doubt.

Buchananv.Douglas.
Lord Broughan.'s opinion.
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Buchanan!>•D ouglas.
Lord Brougham's opinion.

My noble and learned friend (a), who was present 
yesterday, takes entirely the same view of this case, 
subject of course to any alteration of opinion which 
might have been occasioned by his hearing the residue 
of the argument to-day. But my belief is, that if he 
had heard the residue of the learned Solicitoi' General’s 
very'able argument this day, it would not have altered 
his opinion.

Interlocutors affirmed with Costs.
A. Dunlop.—J ohnston, F arquhar, and Leech.
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(a) Lord St. Leonards.




